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T

he dawn of a modern nation is
captured by the British Museum
in a comprehensive collection of
American prints from the late nineteenth
century to the mid-twentieth century. The
American Scene: Prints from Hopper
to Pollock (until 7 September) is a confess-

Art Project, an innovative wartime
programme which put screenprinting on the
artistic map.
The same theme is depicted in Blanche
Gramb's coarse aquatint Miner's Head,
with its hint of coal dust over the face. The
miner's helmet light emphasises the set of
his nose and the hardness in his eyes.
One artist who identified closely with the
suffering of the black and poor itinerant
workers during the 1930s was Robert
Gwathmey, from Virginia. The raw, blatant, imagery of these American artists
contrasts starkly with the refinement of their
European counterparts. Gwathmey's cartoonstyle colour screenprint Hitchhiker
(1937) shows a bloated, nonchalant
man in shirtsleeves thumbing dovra
an unseen vehicle, while an itinerant
worker sits on the roadside beneath a
glamorous Hollywood poster.

Robert Gwathmey (1903-1988), The Hitchhiker colour
screenprint, 1937 © DACS, London/VAGA, New York
2007

ional view of the American dream and its
accompanying nightmare, as the US develops its indigenous artistic identity. The
vitality and rhythms of American history
are strikingly captured, even when the ideas
are deliberately grotesque to enhance their
message. George Bellows's 1917 boxing
matches and mental asylums are later
developed by Satirical Realists like Adolf
Dehn, whose 1941 Swinging Savoy shows
the tormented and demented residents of a
mental home, or Robert Riggs's powerful
Psychopathic Ward, which indicates hapless
people in eternal torment.
Early twentieth-century artist Dox
Thrasch highlighted social inequalities in
his portrayal of black miners hauling a coal
trolley from an open seam. Thrasch was the
first Afro-American artist to join the fine
print workshop in the Philadelphia Federal

Julius Bloch's The Prisoner was
dedicated to Eleanor Roosevelt. Life
eased with the New Deal, but leftleaning American artists like him
faced new tfireats. The challenge of
European Fascism had led to conflict
between the isolationists and those
artists who had championed leftist
causes after Pearl Harbour. Socialist
ideas, so popular in the battle against
Hitler, were suddenly viewed with
suspicion in the McCarthy era following the rise of Soviet Communism,
and many socialist artists were put
under FBI surveillance.

Etchers working between the wars
often tumed their attention to their
urban environment. From John Sloan's
much earlier New York etchings onwards,
many immigrant artists mirror a sense of
alienation in portraying a city that never
sleeps. Stuart Davis's kosher sign on a
building in 6th Avenue El conveys this highrise loneliness in his geometrically eerie New
York prints. Edward Hopper's Night on
the El Train is a black-and-white etching of
a romantic couple oblivious to the movement
of the train, yet it is that very movement
which captivates you. The train's open
window is a metaphor for interior and
exterior worlds.

But the haymaking heartlands of rural
America enthral Jackson Pollock in two
untitled works between 1944 and 1951.
There are several 'wild west' touches by
John Stewart Curry, who also depicts
John Brown's anti-slavery campaign.

REVIEWS
Autobiography of an
Austrian refugee who
fought back
EMIGRATION INS LEBEN: W I E N LONDON U N D NICHT MEHR RETOUR
b y Eric S a n d e r s
edited by Peter Pirker
Vienna: Czernin Verlag, 2008, 376 pp.
hardcover, 24.80
euros

T

he story of h o w t h o u s a n d s of
young Austrian
and
German
refugees fought for the Allies during
t h e Second W o r l d War has been w e l l
documented in Helen Fry's excellent book
The King's Most Loyal Enemy Aliens. One
of those mentioned in that book is Eric
Sanders and in this new autobiography he
relates his story from childhood in Vienna,
via his wartime adventures, to his new, postwar life in London.
Eric Sanders, or Erich Schwarz as he was
then, was born in Vienna at the end of 1919.
In the early part of the book he describes
his life as a Jewish child, growing up in a
relatively poor area in Vienna and later in
St Veit. As well as displaying an early
interest in music he was active in Zirenu, a
Jewish y o u t h o r g a n i s a t i o n . The many
anecdotes of that period indicate a happy
c h i l d h o o d , in s p i t e o f e x p e r i e n c i n g
a n t i s e m i t i s m in school well before the
Anschluss. With excerpts from his daily diary
the author describes the difficulties and
bureaucracy involved in trying to get out of
Austria after March 1938, but he and his
parents were relatively lucky as eventually
all were able to find refuge in England.
When war broke out, Eric was keen to
help in the fight against the Nazis but, like
most other refugees, this initially involved
being in the unarmed Aliens' Companies of
the Pioneer Corps. This did, however, give
him the first taste of war as he was sent to
France in 1 9 4 0 , b e f o r e having t o be
evacuated after its fall. With many amusing
and wry memories, he describes his efforts
and eventual success in being transferred
to the Special Operations Executive (SOE)
for work behind enemy lines. His training
included parachute j u m p i n g and radio
communications but, although by 1945 he
was in northern Italy awaiting action, this
never actually materialised. After the war
he became an interpreter for the British
Army Legal Unit in Austria and used his time
t h e r e t o b e c o m e i n v o l v e d in t h e
redevelopment of the Social Democratic
Party
After returning to England, he qualified
as a teacher and describes his experiences
of teaching in comprehensive schools.
Following early retirement, he started a new
career including w r i t i n g plays and even
scripting a film about Nasser He retained
his interest in politics and was active in the
work of the Labour Party, including trying
to encourage it to support the Austrian
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Social Democrats.
Peter Pirker provides a foreword and an
informative 17-page postscript to the book.
One part of the latter covers the work of
the SOE in Austria towards the end of the
war, which sadly involved the loss of several
o f Eric's colleagues. He also discusses
p o s t w a r political development s in t h e
country.
The book is a fascinating story not only
of one individual's life but also of the
dedication of many young Austrians in
fighting back against their oppressors. My
only regret is that the book is in German - I
hope a translation will follow.
George Vulkan

The poison of Nazification
M A G D A A N D THE RAT CATCHERS
by N e t t a M u r r a y G o l d s m i t h
Trafford
Publishing,
2008, 264
pp.,
orders@trafford.com,
tel 0845 230 9601

I

t's July 1932. The Senger family and
friends gather t o celebrate Magda's
11 th birthday Magda is especially thrilled
w i t h the bicycle her parents give her something she's wanted so long.
Life is idyllic. The family is affluent, secure
in its German-Jewish identity, imbued with
German culture.
Subtly, the atmosphere begins to shift.
A word here, a word there. For some reason,
the elderly gardener secretly pities Magda
for being Jewish. An antisemitic remark by
a s t r a n g e r makes M a g d a a t i n y b i t
uncomfortable. Who is this upstart Hitler?
Is he to be taken seriously?
Magda's school teachers are showing
pro-Nazi sentiments. Her non-Jewish school
friends are distancing themselves from her
The poison of Nazification is seeping into
the life of Nuremberg, described by the author of this novel as 'more than Berlin ...
the Nazi capital'.
The years go by. Magda's friends and
their families are leaving Germany for
wherever they can get visas. But her father,
Anton, remains stubborn. Her mother, Lisel,
does whatever A n t o n think s best. The
Sengers remain in denial, in part fearful of
beginning a new life elsewhere.
In romantic sub-plots, the American journalist Jacob implores Magda to come to the
US and marry him. But she, now 17, is scared
of the commitment of marriage and confused about her feelings. Similarly Magda's
cousin Fritz, to whom she is especially close,
is uncertain of his feelings for the half-Jewish Rachel. Just as Fritz feels an intensifying
Jewish consciousness, so Rachel cannot bear
her Jewishness and seeks to conceal it.
Following vicious attacks on the Senger
family on Kristallnacht, Anton finally sees
there is no option but to leave. His father in
Buchenwald, Fritz too feels he has no choice
but to flee. In desperation, the Sengers
maketheir way to Portugal. Having reached
Switzerland after a nightmarish journey,
Fritz is rejected by Rachel for a wealthy nonJewish man she doesn't love.
En route f r o m Portugal to Chile, for
which they have obtained visas at great cost.

the ramshackle boat carrying the Sengers
capsizes in a storm off the US coast. The
conclusion of the novel is deeply ironical.
The writer says that her novel 'reminds
its readers that folk are nice or nasty, irrespective of their racial origin'. It is true that
acts of kindness are performed, sometimes
by total strangers at great risk to themselves.
Yet the novel portrays much more graphically than anything else the astonishing ease
with which, as the title implies, mankind can
descend to bestiality.
The w r i t i n g t h r o u g h o u t is f l u i d ,
minimalist. There are passages of striking
beauty. There is little that doesn't ring true
in the novel, while it remains unclear to
what extent, if any, it is autobiographical.
It would make a superb movie.
Howard Spier

A story from the female
perspective
W E ARE STRANGERS HERE: A N
' E N E M Y ALIEN' IN PRISON IN 1 9 4 0
by Ruth Borchard
London:
Valentine
Mitchell
(tel 020
8952 9526), 2008, 160 pp. paper
introduction
by Professor
Charmian
Bnnson

W

ritten
65 years ago
but
published now for the first
t i m e , t h i s is a social h i s t o r y /
memoir/ romantic novel from the female
perspective. The story is that of protagonist
Anna Silver's internment in Holmdale Prison.
Ruth Borchard was briefly in Holloway Prison
before being interned on the Isle of Man.
The Silver family - Gentile Anna, married
to Jewish Bert, baby Nele and Bert's mother
Ida - are refugees from Germany. Anna's
happy English existence is destroyed by
Bert's infidelity and the couple's subsequent
imprisonment as 'enemy aliens', when they
are separated for the first time since their
marriage.
Anna experiences numerous instances of
kindness from fellow inmates, but is worried
that Nele may be taken from her Despite
an almost Kafkaesque bureaucracy in Holmdale, Anna manages to contact Ida, who
takes the child. Although initially upset at
their separation, Anna begins t o enjoy
aspects of her incarceration, such as more
sleep, regular exercise, t i m e f o r inner
mediation. She writes letters of appeal for
other prisoners and notes the kindness of
prison staff, who are overwhelmed by the
sudden increase in the prison's population
and having to deal with so many distressed
women at once.
Prisoners and internees share cells and,
as on the outside, it's not what you know
b u t w h o you k n o w t h a t helps. A n n a
discovers that many of the recently arrived
internees are penniless and reduced to
searching for food in dustbins while food
parcels from outside are left to rot. They
organise a food-distribution system.
The internees fear a German invasion;
Anna is even more fearful that the Germans
will land in the Isle of Man and wonders

whether she is putting her daughter's life
at even greater risk by wanting to take her
there.
The book ends abruptly, with Anna and
Nele's arrival at the camp, and a shocking
discovery. Unfortunately, the planned sequel
was never written so we are left in suspense,
although Ruth Borchard's own story had a
happy ending.
The book is well written and I enjoyed
it, both as a novel and as a social history. It
has a novelty value as very little work is
published in English on this aspect of the
experiences of women refugees. For this
reason, it deserves a wider audience.
Laraine Feldman

FILM
Dark secret
UN SECRET
directed by Claude Miller
starring Cecile d e France, Patrick
Bruel a n d Ludivine Sagnier
at selected
cinemas

T

his h a u n t i n g f i l m is e l o q u e n t
t e s t i m o n y t o t h e i m p a c t of t h e
past, even o n t h o s e w h o are
determined to bury or ignore it. Franqois is
in his late thirties in 1985 when he receives
a call telling him his father is missing. This
triggers a series of flashbacks to his childhood and adolescence culminating in scenes
from pre-war Paris and France during the
Nazi occupation. The director skilfully intersperses black-and-white scenes from 1985
into colour scenes from the past, emphasising the crucial significance of what has
gone before.
In one flashback, Frangois, a delicate
child unable to emulate the athletic prowess of his diving-champion mother Tania and
his bodybuilder father Maxime, is conscious
that he is a disappointment to his father
and fantasises about an older brother who
possesses the skills he lacks. He consoles himself by imagining the romantic circumstances
that brought his parents together as well
as by confiding in a family friend. The friend,
Louise, will years later reveal to him the family secret that shatters his illusions.
In a further flashback, Frangois has just
had his fifteenth birthday and has recently
been baptised. It is apparent that his family
- the Grimberts, originally Grinberg - are
reluctant Jews, whereas Louise embraces her
Jewishness with pride. Franqois tells Louise
of an unfamiliar toy he has come across at
home and of the bewilderingly confused
reaction of his parents to his find. Now, as
Louise divulges the secret which lies at the
heart of the film, the spectator shares with
Frangois glimpses of his parents' earlier lives
that have never been revealed to him. At a
party in pre-war Paris, the engagement of
Maxime to Hannah, w h o m we have not
previously met, is being celebrated. In the
background are Hannah's brother Robert
and Robert's w i f e Tania. Maxime, while
displaying every sign of affection for his
fiancee, is clearly besotted by the beautiful
Continued on page 10

